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Tools

The Mature Workers document suggests 

resources and activities that can be used with 

mature second language clients. There are 

pages for practitioners (Practitioner in top right 

corner) and pages for clients (worksheet in top 

right corner). Additional information is included 

in text boxes. At the end of this tool you will �nd 

some additional resources for practitioners and 

employers, including articles, videos and more.

Throughout these resources, ’practitioner’ is 

the term used to describe a group that might 

include counsellors, human resource professionals 

and Bridging Program coordinators (including 

program instructors). The term ‘client’ is used for 

‘participants’, ‘learners’, ‘students’ and, of course, 

for ‘clients’. 
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Challenges Faced by Mature Workers  
Looking for Employment
This tool will help practitioners explain real and perceived job search challenges to their mature second language 
clients and help these clients develop strategies to overcome the challenges. Mature immigrants face the same 
challenges as all newcomers looking for work, as well as the additional one of age. Mature workers can be defined 
as those over 50. Mature immigrant workers include: 

• Those who may be new to Canada;

• Those who have been here for a while but are now looking for work for the first time; and

• Those who have been employed but are now unemployed, laid off or underemployed. 

The challenges faced by newcomers are lengthy. Table 1 represents the most commonly perceived challenges for 
mature immigrant workers.

Table 1: Examples of Challenges Faced by Mature Immigrant Workers

Culture shock  
(not understanding or  

coping with the transition  
to Canadian culture)

Unaware of available services No Canadian experience

Change in family dynamics Lack of financial resources

Language (language 
development may have 

ceased to evolve or 
Benchmarks may not match 
the requirements within an 

occupation)

Isolation/separation  
from family

Difficulty accessing the 
hidden job market

Unrealistic expectations

Loss of community status

Unfamiliar with job search 
process including appropriate 

resumes, cover letters, 
applications, and interviews

Not aware of the  
importance of soft skills  

in the hiring process

Loss of occupational 
recognition

Depression and anxiety Economic downturns

Credentials not aligned 
with Canadian occupational 

requirements

Discrimination and 
stereotyping (such as, people 

thinking they are unable 
to adapt to new things or 

that they are not up to date 
with the latest technological 

advances)

Not having a network 

Practitioner
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Practitioner

Some of the causes of these challenges are out of the control of an individual (such as difficult economic times, 
a recession, or major shifts in government spending) but most can be overcome through training, support and a 
sharing with newcomers of the “unwritten knowledge” that many Canadian-born individuals have. For example, most 
Canadians understand the importance of networking, recognising that many employment opportunities come from 
networks.

Age challenges may be real or perceived by either employers or the workers themselves. In many cultures being 
over 50 can be seen as being very old; in Canada one cannot be discriminated against for age; however, ageism 
may still be an issue for a job-seeker. Perceived age challenges may include:

• Memory loss and recall issues; 

• Physical health issues (strength and flexibility);

• Perceived slow pace of work;

• Failing vision and hearing;

• Health and safety concerns;

• Perceived learning and adaptability (time and ability issues).

Cultural differences with respect to age and gender roles

1. Many newcomers come from countries where the oldest person in the room is 
the authority, has the most power and demands the most respect. In Canada 
this is often quite different. An employee may be supervised by someone much 
younger than they are or supervise an older individual. This is an area that may 
need individual coaching. Mature workers may have an unrealistic expectation 
of how they will be treated in the workplace. Neither age nor education gives 
anyone preferential treatment in the Canadian workplace. 

2. Beliefs and values regarding the role of women and work may be a barrier to 
success. The following situation presents the story of a new immigrant who was 
a participant in Options, a Bridging Program offered by CET (Centre for Education 
and Training) in partnership with OACETT (Ontario Association for Certified 
Engineering Technicians and Technologists), Mississauga, Ontario. Options was 
developed specifically to “fast track” engineers into the Canadian workplace. 
Content focussed on the soft skills required by employers in Canada, including 
communication, attitudes and behaviours:

An engineer, a new immigrant, was hired and fired within six weeks of starting work 
in his dream job. He was fired not because of his professional work (hard skills) but 
because he would not/could not report to his female manager. He consistently went 
over her head to communicate progress and ask questions. In his 20 years of work he 
had never worked with a woman. He was not able to get past his cultural values and 
beliefs  and it cost him his job. The work team he was part of asked the owner to let him 
go because he was negatively affecting the effectiveness of the team. 

Some mature newcomers may never have worked with women or with women in 
positions of authority. 
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Working with the Worksheet “Strategies for Overcoming Challenges”  

Practitioner

1. Read and discuss the chart on pages 6 and 7 with the client. 
The practitioner chart includes only a selection of the challenges discussed  
on page 3. You may want to have clients think about how they might approach  
other challenges. This can be done individually or in a group setting. A group 
brainstorm often generates a breadth of possibilities and helps you pinpoint 
moments for coaching clients or teaching learners.  
If you are working in a group setting, one idea is to give out a slip with one 
challenge written on it and to have individuals research the issue and then  
share strategies with the group.

2. Read and discuss “Understanding Successful Job Search Strategies” 
with the client.

3. Have the client complete the worksheet “Strategies for Overcoming Challenges”.
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Strategies for Overcoming Challenges (Examples)

Challenge Strategy

Understanding 
workplace culture

Search for workshops or classes that include workplace culture 
and workplace communication in the course outline.

For interesting videos about what is different about working 
in Canada, see www.settlementatwork.org/_news_/94010. 

Insufficient 
language  
skill level

Have clients complete the online self assessment at www.clb-osa.ca
to get a general idea of their Benchmarks.

Have them check their Benchmarks against the tasks required to 
be done in their occupation. Search the Essential Skills Profile at 
www10.hrsdc.gc.ca/es/English/SearchMain.aspx. You will be able 
to access descriptions of tasks related to language skills.

Lack of occupation 
specific 
information/
professional 
recognition

Have clients: look up information about their occupation; find professional 
associations related to their occupation, where possible; and talk to people 
who are working in the field. (Information interviews can be useful.) 

Perceptions  
about age

Have clients find out about functional resumes. These will allow them to 
emphasize skills and experience while avoiding including dates. 

Loss of  
professional 
status

Newcomers, even those who are experienced and qualified, may have to 
start at a position that is ranked significantly lower than the position they 
held in their country of origin. This can be difficult at first, so be sure to 
remind clients to have confidence in their abilities. 

Equitable 
workplace 
expectations

Remind clients that in most Canadian workplaces, hierarchy is informal; 
managers, owners and supervisors are often called by their first names. In 
other words, rank does not determine the level of respect that is paid to a 
worker; all workers are treated with the same level of respect. Some clients 
may feel uncomfortable doing this but it is the norm in Canada. 

Practitioner

Continued on next page...

www.settlementatwork.org/_news_/94010
http://www.clb-osa.ca
clb-osa.ca
www10.hrsdc.gc.ca/es/English/SearchMain.aspx
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Challenge Strategy

Networking/
accessing the 
hidden job 
market

Talk to clients about how anybody they know may be a contact for a job. 
They may not always think of certain contacts on their own, but once put 
in the frame of a conversation, they may find themselves remembering that 
their neighbour works for a company they would like to work for or that he 
works in the same occupation. Remind newcomers that many Canadians 
use these connections to help them get jobs. 

Small talk

Usually the interview process begins by small talk or some everyday 
conversation. Make sure clients are ready for small talk at the beginning 
of an interview. Have them practice their handshake and if for cultural or 
religious reasons they will not shake hands, have them develop a strategy 
ahead of time so that they do not embarrass the interviewer. This strategy 
may simply be to state at the onset that they don’t shake hands. But, let 
them know what an important business custom it is in Canada.

Please see the Additional Resources and Glossary section for links to more tools, 
information and resources.

Practitioner
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Understanding Successful Job Search Strategies
Jobs can be advertised in the ‘visible’ market, which includes government websites, online job search sites, 
newspapers, community papers and job boards in employment and community service centres. These are 
important options to explore, however, nearly 80% of Canada’s jobs are part of a ‘hidden’ market1.

Accessing the Hidden Job Market 

Most job openings are not advertised, creating what seems like a hidden job market. It includes jobs that 
are available, but might not be advertised in traditional ways such as newspaper ads and online job listings. 
Information about available work is circulated through a network of managers, co-workers, business associates, 
friends and acquaintances.

How can you find out about these jobs?

• Networking

• Information interviews

• Cold calling

What is Networking?

Networking is sharing information and resources with others. It means talking to people who can support 
you in your job search. 

Sometimes this means people who can give you advice about your job search, such as where to find more 
information about a company or introduce you to someone else who can help. It also means talking to people who 
have similar jobs, interests or who work in the sector where you want to work. 

In Canada, who you know can be as important as what you know when you look for work. As you learn more 
about the job you wish to have and talk to more people, you will learn more about organizations, associations and 
individuals who can help connect you to others in your area of interest. In some cases, there are formal groups 
set up to network, share information and resources and meet on a regular basis. You can make personal contacts 
through volunteer work, community involvement, going to an ethno-specific organization, taking an educational 
class, cooperative education, joining a club or child-parent program, social activities, and so on. 

In some cases, you will find that there are ethno-specific groups and groups for newcomers that meet to support 
each other and share information. You may want to consider joining a group like this for support and advice. 

Successful networking can help you to access the hidden job market. In many cases, employers contact someone 
they already know to ask if they know anyone who might be right for the job. If you have made an impression 
through your networking or when you interviewed with someone, you might be contacted about a job. 

The information on networking has been modified from:  
www.settlement.org/sys/faqs_detail.asp?k=WORK_CUL&faq_id=4001193.

1 This figure comes from an article published online by Canada Wise and is available at the following link: 
www.canadawise.com/canadas-hidden-job-market. Canada Wise has been successfully relocating and training 
individuals, skilled professionals and executives since 2001.

Worksheet

www.settlement.org/sys/faqs_detail.asp?k=WORK_CUL&faq_id=4001193
www.canadawise.com/canadas-hidden-job-market
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Information Interviews 

An information interview can be a useful way to find out more about the kind of industry or company you would 
like to work for. An information interview is not an actual interview for a job. It means contacting an organization  
in an industry that interests you and finding out about what they do and about how their system works. You can 
do this by scheduling a phone call or a face to face meeting. This is a chance for you to meet people in an area that 
interests you and to learn about what an organization does. While this technique is not designed for finding a job, 
the contacts you make may lead you to job openings.

Visit these sites to learn more about information interviews:  
Service Canada: http://www.jobsetc.gc.ca/pieces.jsp?category_id=420 
Quintessential Careers: www.quintcareers.com/informational_interviewing.html

Cold Calling

Cold calling means calling companies and organizations that interest you without an appointment and trying 
to talk with a manager or a person who can hire you. It is a chance for you to find out if there are any job 
opportunities and to expand your network.

For more information on cold calling, including Dos and Don’ts and scripts, please see the following links:
University of Ottawa: www.sass.uottawa.ca/careers/tools/cold_calls.pdf
Seneca College: http://www.senecac.on.ca/student/careerservices/students/finding-a-job/cold-calls.html

Worksheet

http://www.jobsetc.gc.ca/pieces.jsp?category_id=420
www.jobsetc.gc.ca/pieces.jsp?category_id=420 
www.quintcareers.com/informational_interviewing.html
www.sass.uottawa.ca/careers/tools/cold_calls.pdf
http://www.senecac.on.ca/student/careerservices/students/finding-a-job/cold-calls.html
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Strategies for Overcoming Challenges
Everyone looking for work faces challenges; mature second language newcomers face even more. The best 
strategy is to think of a response to the challenge ahead of time. The checklist below can help you do this. Look at 
each obstacle and develop a strategy. Talk to the person who gave you this sheet, if you need examples of what 
could go in each section.

Challenge Strategy

Understanding 
workplace culture

Insufficient 
language skill level

Lack of occupation 
specific 
information/ 
professional 
recognition

Perceptions  
about age

Loss of 
professional status

Equitable 
workplace 
expectations

Networking/
accessing the 
hidden job market

Small talk

Worksheet
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Benchmark Checklists
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Benchmarks Checklists

Purpose 

The following checklists help to identify whether or not a client has the language skills needed for the workplace. It 
uses workplace language tasks that the client can use to describe his or her ability, “I can…” 

Each example task has been given a Canadian Language Benchmark (CLB) from 4-8 in Listening, Speaking, Reading 
and Writing. Benchmarks 4-8 are often the levels required for work.

This tool can also be used by counsellors and employers:

• A counsellor can identify skills that the client has, “(Client’s name) can …”

• An employer can identify skills required for a specific occupation, “I need my worker to be able to…”

Instructions for Use

For the client: Ask the client to put a checkmark (✔) beside the tasks that he or she is able to do in English most of 
the time.

For the counsellor/practitioner: Put a checkmark (✔) beside the tasks that you think your client is able to do in 
English most of the time.

For the employer: Put a checkmark (✔) beside the tasks that you think you need your worker to do in English 
most of the time.

Feedback

At the end of the tool you will find an evaluation section and some suggestions for self-help activities. The evaluation 
is designed to quickly see where the strengths and weaknesses are and the results can be used to set goals for 
learning. The self-help activities relate to practicing specific language skills. 

When you review what the client or worker is able to do, it would be useful to ask for a demonstration of the task. 
For example, elicit from the client how they would ask a supervisor for time off, demonstrating appropriate levels of 
politeness when making a request. Should they have difficulty being able to demonstrate the task, this will identify 
areas needing coaching.

Practitioner
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What is Fossilized Language?

A communication issue that may surface, especially in older clients, is fossilized 
language. This happens when a client no longer progresses in learning the 
language and their ability stagnates.  

This happens for a number of reasons, but generally occurs because of lack 
of exposure to and practice in the second language. Fossilization can affect 
newcomers as well as immigrants who have been in Canada for a number of  
years. For example, people who work with colleagues from the same first language 
group and who have limited and predictable interactions with customers tend  
to speak only in their first language, which means their English skills do not 
improve and sometimes regress.

This is a difficult and touchy discussion to have with clients. They may not be 
aware of the problem, as they have been understood in their workplace enough 
to be successful. In a layoff situation, they may be at a disadvantage because  
their language is not acceptable in a new position. A language assessment will  
be an important step in helping them prepare a realistic plan for looking for  
work. Language training may be necessary.

Practitioner
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CLB 4-8 Listening 

Put a checkmark where applicable.

CLB 4 CLB 5 CLB 6 CLB 7 CLB 8
I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Get facts 
from simple 
communication, 
such as listening  
to a colleague 
talking about  
plans for the 
weekend.

■ Identify 
feelings, such as 
when colleagues 
talk about which 
shift they prefer  
to work.

■ Understand 
the reason for 
something, such 
as why a manager 
is cancelling 
scheduled 
overtime.

■ Understand 
meaning and 
intent, such as 
listening to team 
members talking 
about what might 
happen because of 
delays in a project.

■ Identify 
mood and attitude, 
such as when 
a manager is 
discussing the 
possibility of  
layoffs in the 
company.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Follow 
straightforward 
instructions for 
familiar tasks, such 
as how to make a 
photocopy.

■ Understand 
directions, such  
as following  
safety procedures 
at work.

■ Understand 
the steps required 
to carry out a task, 
such as viewing an 
instructional video 
and responding 
with appropriate 
actions.

■ Respond 
to moderately 
complex 
directions, such 
as responding to 
a safety expert 
describing a safety 
procedure. 

■ Understand 
detailed oral 
instructions, such 
as from a supervisor 
about a familiar but 
complex issue  
and take 
appropriate action. 

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Find out 
information, such 
as listening to a 
phone message 
from work about a 
shift cancellation. 

■ Identify the 
main idea and 
details, such as in 
a phone message 
from a co-worker 
asking to  
switch shifts.

■ Follow 
instructions over 
the phone for 
a moderately 
difficult task, such 
as treating a burn.

■ Interact in 
person or over 
the phone, such 
as with suppliers 
to place a typical 
order for supplies.

■ Follow 
extended 
instructions on 
the phone, such 
as from a technical 
assistant to resolve 
a simple computer 
software issue.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Get the main 
ideas from a short 
descriptive talk, 
such as what safety 
equipment to wear 
at work. 

■ Understand 
information, such 
as listening to an 
announcement 
about a training 
workshop at work 
to decide whether 
to attend.

■ Understand 
group discussions, 
such as at a team 
meeting to share 
information 
with an absent 
colleague.

■ Identify factual 
information and 
opinions, such as 
in an occupation-
specific talk about 
new projects.

■ Understand 
20-minute 
presentations, such 
as those on work-
related topics.

Worksheet
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CLB 4-8 Speaking

Put a checkmark where applicable.

CLB 4 CLB 5 CLB 6 CLB 7 CLB 8
I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Make simple 
phone calls, such 
as leaving a short 
voicemail message 
for a co-worker.

■ Take part in 
very short phone 
calls, such as 
those requesting 
information on 
business opening 
and closing hours.

■ Take part in 
short phone calls, 
such as making a 
call to set up  
an appointment.

■ Take part in 
routine phone calls, 
such as leaving a 
detailed telephone 
message giving 
the time, place and 
directions to  
an interview. 

■ Take part in 
brief, professional 
phone calls, such 
as a responding 
to non-routine 
requests for 
information. 

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Give a short 
set of instructions, 
such as how to 
print a file from  
the computer.

■ Provide 
instructions and 
directions, such as 
giving a client clear 
directions to the 
business/company.

■ Give 
instructions for 
a broad range of 
everyday activities, 
such as telling a 
co-worker what  
to do if the fire 
alarm rings. 

■ Give 
instructions for 
tasks, procedures 
and processes, 
such what to do 
if there is a minor 
chemical spill  
at work.

■ Give a range 
of technical 
instructions, such 
as how to install 
new software.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Make and 
respond to a 
request, such as 
from a colleague 
asking to  
switch shifts.

■ Make 
suggestions, such 
as advising a  
co-worker to take  
a day off for illness.

■ Persuade and 
give reasons, such 
as when asking  
the boss for a  
pay increase.

■ Express 
opinions, such as 
how to solve a 
problem or make 
an improvement  
at work.

■ Propose a 
solution, such as 
to a problem with 
a new program, 
machine or 
procedure. 

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Give 
information about 
everyday needs 
and feelings, such 
as when talking 
about a possible 
job change.

■ Provide 
information or 
opinions, such as 
when planning a 
company event.

■ Give detailed 
information, such 
as when taking 
part in a team 
meeting to start  
a new project.

■ Give 
presentations, such 
as ones to new 
employees about 
company benefits.

■ Make 
formal business 
presentations, such 
as to recommend 
a new product or 
new supplier.

Worksheet
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CLB 4-8 Reading

Put a checkmark where applicable.

CLB 4 CLB 5 CLB 6 CLB 7 CLB 8
I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Understand 
personal messages, 
such as reading 
an email from a 
co-worker that 
includes a personal 
up-date.

■ Identify the 
purpose, such as 
when reading an 
email message 
about a company 
fundraising event 
to decide whether 
to participate.

■ Understand 
facts and implied 
meaning, such as 
in an email which 
cancels a planned 
workplace event to 
understand why it 
is cancelled.

■ Understand 
feelings, such as 
dissatisfaction 
when reading 
email from a  
co-worker talking 
about not getting  
a promotion.

■ Assess a 
situation, such as 
using information 
from a workplace 
policy manual 
to address a 
customer’s 
complaint.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Understand 
short, simple 
instructions, such 
as how to remove 
temporary internet 
files from  
a computer.

■ Follow 
instructions 
for multistep 
procedures, such  
as unclogging 
a drain using 
a commercial 
product.

■ Follow 
specialized 
instructions, such 
as security and 
safety regulations 
at work.

■ Follow 
technical 
instructions, such 
as diagrams on 
how to assemble 
a piece of 
equipment.

■ Follow 
established 
procedures, such 
as how to program 
an electronic 
appliance using  
a diagram.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Get 
information, such 
as basic workplace 
safety rules from a 
workplace poster. 

■ Use several 
pieces of 
information, such 
as from a work 
schedule to see 
who should  
be working.

■ Get detailed 
information from 
business materials, 
such as product 
specifications 
to determine 
suitability for use.

■ Evaluate, 
such as when 
reading a 
workplace 
performance 
review.

■ Get information 
on regulations, 
such as the Material 
Safety Data Sheet  
to identify hazardous 
reactions and 
emergency 
procedures. 

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Understand 
the purpose and 
main idea of a 
workplace bulletin.

■ Access 
information, such 
as employment 
standards.

■ Compare 
information, 
such as about a 
familiar workplace 
problem from two 
different online 
sources.

■ Interpret 
information, such 
as that found  
in a table or  
Gantt chart for a 
group project.

■ Present 
information in 
tables and graphs 
in an alternate 
form, such as 
presenting data 
from a table in  
a paragraph.

Worksheet
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CLB 4-8 Writing

Put a checkmark where applicable.

CLB 4 CLB 5 CLB 6 CLB 7 CLB 8
I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Write a short, 
personal message, 
such as to thank 
a co-worker for 
switching shifts.

■ Reply to an 
invitation, such 
as an email party 
invitation from a 
co-worker.

■ Apologize, 
such as to a 
supervisor for 
missing a meeting.

■ Express 
satisfaction or 
dissatisfaction, such 
as to a work team 
at the successful 
completion of a 
project. Explain 
why the project 
was successful and 
the positive impact 
it will have.

■ Clarify, such as 
explaining to your 
supervisor why you 
and a co-worker 
were disagreeing.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Copy 
information for 
personal use, such 
as from catalogues 
to decide what  
to buy. 

■ Write 
information from 
a phone message, 
such as who called 
and when, to give 
to a colleague.

■ Take brief 
notes, such as from 
a short workplace 
training course.

■ Take notes and 
make a summary, 
such as to give 
to a co-worker 
who missed a 
presentation.

■ Write a 
procedure from 
a demonstration, 
such as to share  
it with the rest of 
the team.

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Send a 
short business 
message, such as 
to a supervisor 
about a medical 
appointment.

■ Fill out a 
form, such as  
an accident  
report form.

■ Make a 
request, such as to 
a supervisor asking 
permission to  
work from home 
next week. 

■ Pass on 
information, such 
as completing an 
incident report 
form, including a 
narrative about  
the incident.

■ Make a 
request, such as to 
a project manager 
explaining why 
the team needs 
another person. 

I can, my client can, my worker needs to…

■ Describe, such 
as providing facts 
about a past job in 
a short paragraph.

■ Report events 
or incidents, such 
as a workplace 
accident.

■ Compare, 
such as to make a 
comparison of a 
company’s services 
with those of  
a competitor.

■ Give a detailed 
account of events, 
such as a brief 
production report 
on work stoppage 
times and reasons. 

■ Analyze, such 
as to review a 
procedure and 
present opinions.

Worksheet
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Evaluation

This tool will help identify strengths and skills that need to be improved. Total the checkmarks in each language 
skill to see which skill contains the most. 

I or my client seem(s) to be best at:

 Listening

 Speaking 

 Reading 

 Writing

I or my client should work on: 

 Listening

 Speaking 

 Reading 

 Writing

Links for Self-Help and Practice

Activities for all skills can be found at www.language.ca and www.itsessential.ca.
The following links and tips allow clients to practice their Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing skills.

Listening Practice 
www.cbc.ca/ottawa/esl/

www.eslgold.com/speaking/clarifying.html

www.theglobeandmail.com/

Tip: Listening to audio books, or other high-quality audio recorded by native speakers helps you practice your 
listening skills. A good technique to develop concentration is to listen to a sentence; hit the ‘pause’ button; then 
repeat aloud what the speaker said. You don’t have to say exactly the same words, instead focus more on the 
meaning and pronunciation.

Speaking Practice

http://www.eslgold.com/ 

www.eslgold.com/speaking/clarifying.html

www.cbc.ca/ottawa/esl/

www.uiowa.edu/~acadtech/phonetics/english/frameset.html (for pronunciation)

http://www.merriam-webster.com/ is an interactive Canadian site to help distinguish between vowel sounds and 
consonant sounds in English. Pressing a pronunciation button allows you to listen to the correct pronunciation of a 
word.

Worksheet

www.language.ca
www.itsessential.ca
www.cbc.ca/ottawa/esl/
www.eslgold.com/speaking/clarifying.html
www.theglobeandmail.com/
http://www.eslgold.com/
www.eslgold.com/ 
www.eslgold.com/speaking/clarifying.html
www.cbc.ca/ottawa/esl/
www.uiowa.edu/~acadtech/phonetics/english/frameset.html
http://www.merriam-webster.com/
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Reading Practice

www.eslgold.com/

www.cbc.ca/ottawa/esl/

www.theglobeandmail.com/

Writing Practice

www.eslgold.com/

www.writingcentre.uottawa.ca/hypergrammar/

www.termiumplus.gc.ca/site/termium.php?lang=eng&cont=050

 
The following video, Oral Communication Video - An Essential Skill 
in the Canadian Workplace, is an excellent demonstration of the contrast 
between a newcomer struggling in an interview and succeeding in one.  
The video can be ordered at this site:  
http://www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/LES/tools_resources/learning.shtml.    

TRIEC (Toronto Regional Immigrant Employment Council) has developed a 
series of videos for employers on recruitment, retention and teamwork. They are 
available online with a downloadable training guide. While they target skilled 
workers, the content is relevant for workers with a variety of skill levels. 
www.triec.ca/find-solutions/for-employers/learning/training-videos/

Worksheet

www.eslgold.com/
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Decoding Job Ads
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Decoding Job Advertisements: An Overview
Job advertisements can be confusing for newcomers. A city manager in Mississauga once told a newcomer class 
of engineers that the hard skills on a resume will get them an interview, but the soft skills that they demonstrate 
and articulate during the interview will get them the job. Newcomers often miss the soft skills identified in the job 
advertisement because they do not know how to recognize them.

Canadian Workplace Expectations for Workers

Employers basic expectations for employees:

• Qualifications (degrees, certifications, licensing, etc.)

• Experience in the occupation (preferably Canadian experience)

• Technical skills (both occupational and computer) 

• Attitude of the worker (professional and positive)

• Strong communication skills (including non-verbal and para-verbal communication. Para-verbal includes tone, 
pitch, stress and pacing of our voices. It is how we say something, not what we say.)

• Soft skills (such as conflict resolution or use of diplomacy) 

• Health and safety awareness

• An understanding of how things work in Canada (both in the job search process and workplace culture/
expectations)

• Flexibility 

• Ability to work well with others as well as independently

• Knowledge of the company or organization 

• Transferable skills

For a more complete overview of employer expectations, view the Conference Board of Canada’s brochure at  
www.conferenceboard.ca/topics/education/learning-tools/employability-skills.aspx. 
It outlines critical skills needed in the workplace and workplace expectations. Notice the value put on soft skills.

To read personal stories that you can share with clients of how soft skills have helped people get jobs in the past, 
visit the following link: www.cnmag.ca/issue-17/93-your-soft-skills-will-get-you-there. 

Please see the Additional Resources and Glossary section for links to more tools, information and resources.     

 
Once a client has researched their occupation and identified skills and attributes 
needed by employers, the next step is interpreting the requirements described in 
a job advertisement. Examples 1 and 2 - How to Read (Decode) a Job Ad are 
worksheets to use when decoding a job-ad and the worksheets, Examples 1 and 
2 - How to Organize Job Ad Information, are organizing tools. You can use one 
or all examples as a coaching/teaching tool. 

Practitioner
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Example 1 - How to Read (Decode) a Job Ad 

Help Desk Representative: Canadian Bank (a partial job ad)

Responsibilities

• manage the Information phone lines to provide appropriate support 

• manage and track website and telephone inquiries from 
the general public, front line sales and external stakeholders 

• capture all external/internal inquiries and referrals  
(e.g. Internet Application, CSERVMailbox - POS) 

• perform DNCL scrubbing as requested by sales staff 
as per procedure

• maintain the New Hire Tool

Additional Responsibilities

• manage frequently changing decisions and expectations 
of clients and other business partners

• deal with multiple priorities

• comply with all applicable policies, guidelines and controls

Requirements: 
KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS

• developed interpersonal skills to establish and maintain 
good relationships with external and internal customers  
and colleagues

• actively listen and share information in a timely, 
open and honest manner

• demonstrate empathy for others, diffuse emotions 
and respond calmly

• provide, receive and act on feedback

• basic sales skills to identify customer needs, sales opportunities

• developed problem solving and decision making skills to identify 
and resolve problems, generate solutions and decide on a course  
of action

• basic communication skills sufficient to initiate conversation 
with clients, quickly develop a rapport, uncover their needs, 
identify opportunities

• developed general understanding 
of Mortgages business/process computer

• be able to understand and comply with Bank policies and procedures

• ability to manage multiple project and changing priorities often 
within tight deadlines

• manual dexterity to operate a personal computer

• mental effort required to perform tasks as required (e.g. working 
toward fixed deadlines, established productivity standards,  
frequently changing priorities or interruptions)

Practitioner

Flexibility- soft skills

Manage time  
and work – soft skills

Knowledge

Interpersonal 
skills - soft skills

Active listening -       
soft skills

Empathy - attribute

Communication -     
soft skills

Knowledge/ 
experience

Problem solving, 
decision-making  
skills - soft skills

Work with  
others - soft skills

Knowledge/ 
experience

Knowledge/ 
experience

Manage work -           
soft skills

Manual  
dexterity - attribute

Thinking Skills -         
soft skills

Hard skills

Hard skills

Hard skills

Hard skills

Hard skills
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Example 1 - How to Organize Job Ad Information 

Education/Experience
“comply with all applicable policies, guidelines and controls”

“basic sales skills”

“general understanding of Mortgages business”

“general understanding of process computer”

“understand and comply with Bank policies and procedures”

Hard Skills
“manage the Information phone lines”

“manage and track website and telephone inquiries”

“Internet Application, CSERV Mailbox - POS”

“perform DNCL scrubbing”

“maintain the New Hire Tool”

Soft Skills
“manage frequently changing decision and expectations of clients and other business partners”

“deal with multiple priorities”

“developed interpersonal skills to establish and maintain good relationships with external and 
internal customers and colleagues”

“actively listen”

“provide, receive and act on feedback”

“problem solving and decision making skills”

“initiate conversation with clients, quickly develop a rapport”

“manage multiple project and changing priorities”

“mental effort required to perform tasks”

Attributes
“demonstrate empathy”

“manual dexterity”

Practitioner
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Example 2-How to Read (Decode) a Job Ad 

Office Manager Position (Advertising Agency) 
The ideal candidate comes from a background in an Advertising, Public 
Relations or Marketing Agency. In this role, you are responsible for the 
development and implementation of human resources strategy that 
supports the overall business plan and environment. The successful 
candidate is a strong Office Administrator/Manager who is comfortable 
sitting at Reception and understands that first impressions are lasting. 

Experience with Project Work
• greet and direct all visitors
• answer and direct all phone inquiries in a professional manner
• sort and distribute incoming mail and faxes
• manage the meeting room and kitchen 
• update and maintain a listing of client and supplier contact information
• assist accounting with various tasks
• manage the couriers and taxi reconciliation in coordination 

with the finance department
• work with Human Resources with the coordination 

and organization of staff and social events
• assist with business travel details for employees 
• develop new processes or procedures and ensure daily  

operations run efficiently 
• manage company
• assist and coordinate the Health and Safety Committee
• maintain office supplies inventory
• manage cost for office supplies, including supplier contracts 

What you Should Ideally Bring to this Role!
The individual in this role will have the maturity and confidence to 
multi-task and prioritize their work with little supervision. You should be 
able to make sound judgment calls and problem solve independently.  

• a minimum of 3 years of experience in an administrative or office 
management position

• experience working in a creative environment is a requirement, 
ideally Marketing, Advertising or PR

• excellent communication skills, both written and verbal
• strong customer service skills
• excellent time management and organizational abilities
• strong computer skills, particularly with Microsoft Office programs

Experience with Company Project Work
• the ability to take initiative and be proactive is essential
• the ability to think critically and plan ahead is an asset

Are you energetic and enthusiastic about creative work and team 
oriented environments?
Do you thrive on interacting with people from all walks of life?
If you are looking to play a critical role in helping to organize a fun, young 
and dynamic up and coming agency then this position probably makes 
sense for you!!

 

Practitioner
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Hard and Soft Skills

Attributes/Soft Skills

Hard and Soft Skills

Hard Skills

Hard Skills

Hard Skills

Hard and Soft Skills

Hard Skills

Hard Skills

Hard Skills
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Attributes
Soft Skills
Soft Skills

Education/experience

Soft Skills

Hard skills

Soft Skills

Education/experience

Soft Skills

Soft Skills
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Soft Skills

Education/experience

Education/experience
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Example 2-How to Organize Job Ad Information 

Education/Experience
background in Advertising, Public Relations or Marketing 

3 years experience in administrative or office management position

experience working in a creative and team environment

strong computer skills; Microsoft Office

Hard Skills
develop and implement human resource strategy

reception desk responsibilities

direct all visitors/phone enquiries

sort and distribute incoming mail and fax

update and maintain a listing of client and supplier contact information

assist accounting, manage couriers and taxi reconciliation

coordinate and organize staff and social events

assist with business travel details

assist and coordinate Health & Safety Committee

maintain office supplies inventory

manage cost for office supplies, including supplier contracts

strong customer service skills

Continued on next page...

Practitioner
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Soft Skills
greet all visitors

coordinate with finance 

multi-task and prioritize

work with little supervision

problem solve independently

excellent communication skills

strong customer service skills

time management

organizational abilities

take initiative

think critically

interact with people

Attributes
professional phone manner

maturity

confidence

proactive

energetic, enthusiastic

Practitioner
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How to Organize Job Ad Information

Step 1: Find a job posting that is suitable for your skills and experience.

Step 2: Highlight everything in the advertisement that the company says they are looking for. Make sure to include 
the soft skills requirements outlined in the advertisement.

Step 3: Organize everything highlighted into the correct column in the chart.

Education/Experience

Hard Skills

Soft Skills

Attributes

Step 4: Customize your resume to match the job requirements, where possible. Write a cover letter and talk about 
the soft skills you have that match the requirements.

Worksheet
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Interview Skills for Mature Workers

Most clients have access to job search resources and support where they get help with resume writing, cover 
letters and practice in responding to the most common interview questions. Some also get coaching on interview 
behaviour and appropriate language. Some get to experience a mock or simulated interview and are given 
feedback on their performance. Often the feedback skips over para-verbal (para-verbal includes tone, pitch, stress 
and pacing of our voices. It is how we say something, not what we say) and non-verbal communication missteps 
as well as personal information regarding presentation (how we dress). Newcomers often miss the para-verbal 
and non-verbal nuances of Canadian English communication. Eye contact is an excellent example of non-verbal 
communication which has different meanings to different cultures. In Canada, making eye contact is usually 
expected and not making eye contact is seen as rude or demonstrating indifference; however, in many cultures, 
including some of Canada’s aboriginal population, making eye contact can be seen as showing a lack of respect or 
as being aggressive. It is important to share these “unwritten rules” or nuances with newcomers. 

Table 2 below is a quick overview of the three parts of communication.

Table 2: Overview of the Three Parts of Communication

Verbal
(What we say)

Para-verbal  
(How we say it) 

Non-verbal 
(What we say without  

saying anything)

Words 
Word choice

Tone 
Pitch 

Pacing 
Stress 

Volume  
Rate of speech 

Verbal sounds (hmmm, uh, eh)

Facial expressions 
Posture/Stance 

Gestures 
Eye contact 
Appearance

Please see the Additional Resources and Glossary section for links to more tools, information and resources. 

Practitioner
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Mature Workers and Difficult Questions

There are a number of potential questions that can be uncomfortable for clients in an interview setting. Table 3 
looks at some of these and suggests possible answers. Please see the Work Ready resource kit published in 2009 
and available at www.language.ca for additional interview questions.

Table 3: Difficult Questions

Difficult Questions  
for Mature Workers Preparation for Strategic Responses

What is your level 
of proficiency with 
computers and 
technology?

Are you proficient with  
most Microsoft 
applications, such as Word, 
Power Point and Excel?

Almost all jobs in Canada require some computer use. Have 
clients list all computer and technology skills that are related to 
the job being applied for. If they have limited experience with 
computers, help them find ways to gain experience. Experience 
can be acquired informally or formally by taking courses, 
depending on the needs of the job. Computer use is one of the 
Essential Skills defined by HRSDC. Essential Skills are the skills 
needed for the workplace. To learn more about Essential Skills, 
please see:  
www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/LES/definitions/definitions.shtml

Give us an example of a 
situation where you had  
to adapt to change?

Have clients provide specific examples of adapting to new 
situations, such as a new boss, a new country, changes in 
technology. Make sure they outline the situation and clearly 
describe how they dealt with it.

Do you consider yourself  
a life-long learner?

Can you give us an 
example of when you had 
to learn something new?

Have clients speak about any conferences, workshops, 
membership in organizations, or volunteering to show willingness 
to learn new skills and keep up with the sector. Try to have clients 
find examples that focus on professional development and 
continuous learning in their field of work, rather than in their 
personal life, such as their hobbies.

What experience do you 
bring to the job?  
Why should we hire you?

Remind clients to stress what they have achieved and emphasize 
transferable skills that they bring to the position. Transferable 
skills include any skill that can be applied in a different context 
from the one in which it was learned. For example, a soccer coach 
who plans a season of training for the players probably has skills 
in long term goal-setting and establishing timelines that can be 
transferred to many occupations. It is important when thinking 
about transferable skills that clients think about skills acquired in 
all aspect of their life.

Continued on next page...

Practitioner
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Difficult Questions  
for Mature Workers Preparation for Strategic Responses

Tell us about a situation in 
which you worked effectively 
to contribute to a team.

Make sure clients are specific when presenting the situation. 
Make sure they understand that the interviewer is interested  
in their role in the project or on the team.

Have you ever worked  
in Canada? 

Tell us about your work 
experience in Canada.

Remind clients to include volunteer experience here. Suggest 
that another way of handling the question could be, “While I 
have yet to work in Canada, I understand that some things are 
different in workplaces here. I am currently taking a course in 
Workplace Communication. I want to learn as much  
as I can about working in Canada.”

 
Give the worksheet “Answering Difficult Questions” to the client. Have the 
client respond to each question on his or her own. In a group setting, clients 
could share and critique responses with input from a practitioner. 

Practitioner
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Answering Difficult Questions

Difficult Questions  
for Mature Workers Preparation for Strategic Responses

What is your level 
of proficiency with 
computers and 
technology?

Are you proficient with 
most Microsoft 
applications, such as Word, 
Power Point and Excel?

Give us an example of a 
situation where you had 
to adapt to change?

Do you consider yourself  
a life-long learner?

Can you give us an 
example of when you had 
to learn something new?

What experience do you 
bring to the job? 
Why should we hire you?

Tell us about a situation in 
which you worked effectively 
to contribute to a team.

Have you ever worked  
in Canada? 

Tell us about your work 
experience in Canada.

Worksheet
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Evaluating Interview Skills

 
When there is not enough time for practitioners to spend one-on-one time with 
clients to complete mock interviews you might try Triad Interviews. Triad Interviews 
involve three clients working together to learn and practice interview skills.

1. Assign three clients to work together. Each finds a job posting in which 
they are interested. 

2. Clients complete their own resumes and cover letters. 

3. Each client gives their partners a copy of the job ad. Client A will be interviewed 
by clients B and C. Clients B and C work together to develop interview questions 
and an interview is set up. The interviewee should dress appropriately for 
the occasion and act as if in a real interview. Clients B and C complete the 
evaluation form and give client A feedback. See Diagram 1 below. 
 
This should be repeated for clients B and C.

4. If technology is available and if clients are comfortable, you could film each 
interview for additional learning opportunities. Filming an interview allows 
clients to see how they presented themselves. It allows them to do a self-
evaluation, which can sometimes be easier than accepting critical feedback 
from others.

CLIENT A
• Finds Job Ad

• Gives copy of ad  
to Clients B and C

• Tweaks resume

• Hands to practitioner 
for editing

CLIENTS B AND C
• Review Job Ad

• Prepare interview 
questions

• Have practitioner 
review

• Review Feedback 
form

CONDUCT 
INTERVIEW
• Give feedback  

to Client A

                            

 
An excellent article that could provide a starting point for discussion about  
how to approach an interview as a mature worker: Top Ten Tough Interview 
Questions for Experienced Workers can be found at 
www.experienceworks.ca/pdf/interviewquestions.pdf. 

Practitioner
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Chart for Evaluating Interview Skills 

First Impressions

Dresses appropriately for the position What to  
change:

Smiles and makes eye contact What to  
change:

Has a firm handshake What to 
change:

Demonstrates good posture (confidence) What to  
change:

Punctual What to 
change:

Appropriate personal space (arm’s length) What to  
change:

Is comfortable with everyday conversation What to 
change:

Interview Behaviour

Documentation (extra resumes,  
copies of references, business cards)

What to 
change:

Makes eye contact appropriately What to 
change:

Has question(s) prepared for the interviewer What to  
change:

Does not discuss salary What to 
change:

Shakes hands and thanks interviewer  
at the end of the interview

What to  
change:

Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Continued on next page...

Worksheet
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Interview Language

Uses active listening  
(nods, leans forward slightly)

What to 
change:

Uses appropriate level of formality What to 
change:

Asks for clarification when a question  
is misunderstood

What to  
change:

Speaks clearly What to  
change:

Stays on topic What to 
change:

Does not speak too quickly What to  
change:

Uses examples from work experience 
when answering questions

What to  
change:

Changes tone of speech What to 
change:

Appears interested or enthusiastic  
about the job/position

What to  
change:

Uses appropriate non-verbal 
communication

What to 
change:

Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement 

 
Worksheet: Evaluating Interview Skills can be used by an interviewer in a 
mock interview to give feedback. It can be used by a client to self-evaluate their 
own performance and bring the results to you for coaching. It can be used by a 
client after each job interview to assess their performance and make adjustments  
as necessary.

The interview is a communicative process from beginning to end. After the first 
impression (about 15 seconds) the process leans heavily on an interviewee’s 
communication skills and how these skills meet the interviewer’s expectations, 
expected greetings, small talk, clarity of response, active listening, tone and   
register, etc.

Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement Circle one:      Great,      Good Enough,      Needs Improvement 

Worksheet
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Additional interview questions can be found on page 17 of the  
Work Ready resource published in 2009 found at www.language.ca. 

Additional tips for interviewing strategies can be found in another tool available at www.language.ca, called Non-
Regulated Skilled and Semi-Skilled Occupations. It includes the STAR approach briefly described in the table below. 
More information about the STAR approach can be found at: www.quintcareers.com/STAR_interviewing.html.

Situation or  
Task

Describe the situation that you were in or the task that you needed to 
accomplish. You must describe a specific event or situation, not give a 
general description of what you have done in the past. Be sure to give 
enough detail for the interviewer to understand. This situation can be 
from a previous job, from a volunteer experience, or any relevant event.

Action 
you took

Describe the action you took and be sure to keep the focus on you. Even 
if you are discussing a group project or effort, describe what you did – not 
the efforts of the team. Don’t tell what you might do, tell what you did.

Results you 
achieved

What happened? How did the event end? What did you accomplish? 
What did you learn?

Practitioner

www.language.ca
www.language.ca
www.quintcareers.com/STAR_interviewing.html
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Additional Resources

Targeted Initiatives for Older Workers

Targeted Initiative for Older Workers (TIOW) provides employment assistance services and employability 
improvement activities, such as skills upgrading and work experience, to assist unemployed workers aged 55 to 64 
with their return to work.

Provinces and territories are responsible for the design and delivery of projects aimed at unemployed older workers 
in cities and towns that:

• Have a population of 250,000 or less; and

• Are experiencing ongoing high level of unemployment; and/or

• Have a high degree of reliance on a single industry affected by downsizing or closures.

To be eligible, participants must:

• Be aged 55 to 64*;

• Be unemployed;

• Be legally entitled to work in Canada;

• Require new or enhanced skills to successfully transition into new employment opportunities; and

• Live in an eligible community.

*In some circumstances, unemployed workers aged 50 to 54 or 65 and over may also participate.

For more information go to: 
www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/employment_measures/older_workers/index.shtml

Songs of Experience: Mature Workers and Labour Market Transitions

This report includes case studies of individuals who made transitions into different occupations as a mature worker. 
Although the individuals are not newcomers, the strategies are still useful. In the back of the report you will find 
“Best Practices for Mature Workers.” 
www.workforceinnovation.ca/research/songs-experience-mature-workers-and-labour-market-transitions 

Career Resource Guide

This short guide covers most aspects of the job search process. Ranstad is a well-known Canadian employment 
agency. The Booklet is free to download. 
www.randstad.ca/finding_jobs/career_tools.aspx  
Wright, Daisy. No Canadian Experience, EH? A Career Survival Guide for New Immigrants. WCS Publishers. 2007

Practitioner

www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/employment/employment_measures/older_workers/index.shtml
www.workforceinnovation.ca/research/songs-experience-mature-workers-and-labour-market-transitions 
www.randstad.ca/finding_jobs/career_tools.aspx
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Interviewing Resource

Order the Literacy and Essential Skills Tools DVD (WP-122-08-09) from

Publications/Distribution Unit 
HRSDC Communications Branch 
140 Promenade du Portage 
Place du Portage, Phase IV, Level 10
Gatineau, Québec 
K1A 0J9

It includes Oral Communication Video – An Essential Skill in the Canadian Workplace, an excellent demonstration of 
a newcomer failing an interview and succeeding at an interview. The individual is an experienced newcomer.

Websites

Career Information 
www.quintcareers.com/older_worker_strategies.html   

Resources for Older Workers
Experience Works: www.experienceworks.ca 
Top Employers for Canadians over 40: http://www.canadastop100.com/older_workers/

Networking 
www.networksforimmigrants.ca   

Mentoring
www.thementoringpartnership.com

Video links 

TRIEC (Toronto Regional Immigrant Employment Council) is an organization that creates solutions to better 
integrate skilled immigrants, specifically in the Toronto Region labour market. They have developed a series of 
videos for employers on recruitment, retention and teamwork. The videos are available online with a downloadable 
training guide. While they target skilled workers, the content is relevant for all newcomers. 

Please see the following link to access all TRIEC resources: 
www.triec.ca/find-solutions/for-employers/learning/training-videos 

More videos and self-study guides are available for newcomers and employers at: 
www.hireimmigrants.ca/resources-tools/videos

Practitioner

www.quintcareers.com/older_worker_strategies.html
www.experienceworks.ca
http://www.canadastop100.com/older_workers/
www.networksforimmigrants.ca
www.thementoringpartnership.com
www.triec.ca/find-solutions/for-employers/learning/training-videos
www.hireimmigrants.ca/resources-tools/videos
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Glossary 
Active Listening: Active listening is a communication strategy that can enhance the understanding between 
a listener and speaker. By paying attention to verbal, para-verbal and non-verbal messages the listener makes a 
concerted effort to hear and understand the speaker. The listener may paraphrase and repeat back what they have 
heard, ask for additional clarification or verification that they have understood. The listener does not need to agree 
but in active listening they must understand the speaker’s message.

Ageism: According to the Ontario Human Rights Commission (OHRC), ageism is a socially constructed way of 
thinking about persons based on negative stereotypes about age. It is considered discrimination.

Attributes: Attributes are personal qualities or personal characteristics of an individual. Attributes include qualities 
such as enthusiasm, dependability, honesty and flexibility; all qualities Canadian employers would appreciate in an 
employee. 

CLB: The Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB) are recognized as the official Canadian standard for describing, 
measuring and recognizing the language proficiency of adult immigrants and prospective immigrants in English. 
CLB describe language in three stages and 12 benchmarks. More information can be found at www.language.ca.

Credentials: Credentials are the documents that prove a person’s qualifications, such as degrees or certificates that 
are earned after the completion of university or college training. Credentials also include abilities, achievements, 
training and experiences that make a person suitable for a particular job or activity.  

Cold Calling: Cold calling means calling companies and organizations that interest you without an appointment 
and trying to talk with the manager or the person who can hire you. It is a chance for you to find out if there are 
any job opportunities and to expand your network.

Discrimination: Discrimination is usually described as making stereotypical assumptions based on a person’s 
presumed traits instead of assessing the unique merits, capacities and circumstances of a person. Discrimination 
includes excluding someone, denying benefits or treating an individual or group of individuals differently than 
other employees. (Ontario Human Rights Commission)

Essential Skills: Essential Skills are the skills needed for the workplace as captured through research by the 
Government of Canada. They include the following nine skills:

• Reading

• Writing

• Document Use

• Numeracy

• Computer Use

• Thinking

• Oral Communication

• Working with Others

• Continuous Learning
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Essential Skills Profiles: Essential Skills Profiles describe how workers in various occupations use each of the key 
essential skill listed above. Each occupational profile includes:

• A brief description of the occupation

• Examples of tasks that illustrate how each essential skill is applied

• Complexity ratings that indicate the level of difficulty of the example tasks

Profiles can be found at: www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/LES/profiles/profiles.shtml  

Ethno-Specific: This describes something, such as an organization, that is centered around one ethnic group.  

Eye Contact: To make eye contact means looking someone directly in the eyes. In Canada, eye contact is generally 
perceived as honest, with nothing to hide, self-confident and interested. In some situations in some cultures, 
making eye contact is perceived as showing a lack of respect.

Hard Skills: Hard skills are usually related to professional knowledge, tools, or techniques that allow us to work 
within an occupation. Examples of hard skills are plumbing a sink; developing software; applying taxation laws; and 
injecting a vaccine. 

Hidden Job Market: The hidden job market is a term used to describe jobs that aren’t advertised publicly. Job 
seekers find and explore the hidden job market using network contacts of co-workers, business associates, friends 
and acquaintances to help find unadvertised job openings.

Information Interview: The information interview is a job search tool. It is used to find out more about an occupation 
or career sector by talking to people already working in the occupation or sector. Information interviews can be done 
by telephone or face to face. This is not an opportunity to ask for a job. It is an opportunity to collect information.             
www.jobsetc.gc.ca/pieces.jsp?category_id=420   

Mock Interviews (simulated): A mock interview, also known as a practice interview, is a simulation of an actual 
job interview. It provides an opportunity to practice for an interview and receive feedback.

Networking:  Networking is sharing information and resources with others. A network represents an individual’s 
contacts. 

Non-Verbal Communication:  Non-verbal communication is the process of sending and receiving wordless 
messages between people.  The most common non-verbal strategies include:

• Gestures

• Body language

• Facial expressions

• Eye contact

Para-Verbal: Para-verbal is how we say something, not what we say. It includes tone, pitch, stress and pacing of our 
speech. 

Small Talk: Small talk is a type of conversation that is informal, and topics are unimportant (weather, sports etc). 
Canadians use small talk to establish contacts, find commonalities, and fill silences between individuals or in 
groups. It is important to understand the importance of small talk in networking and communicating with co-
workers.

www.hrsdc.gc.ca/eng/workplaceskills/LES/profiles/profiles.shtml
www.jobsetc.gc.ca/pieces.jsp?category_id=420
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Soft Skills: Soft skills are the complete collection of our social, communication, and self-management behaviours. These 
are the skills that enable us to work effectively and “fit in”  the workplace. Examples of soft skills are: demonstrating 
integrity and ethical behaviour; being motivated and having a positive attitude; and critically analyzing information. 
(Ryerson University) 

Stereotyping: Describing all people of a common group as having the same characteristics, regardless of 
individual difference, is called stereotyping. An example: To say that men never ask for directions when they are lost 
is a stereotype because it implies all men never ask for directions without exception and that is simply not true. 

TIOW: The Targeted Initiative for Older Workers (TIOW) provides employment assistance services and employability 
improvement activities, such as skills upgrading and work experience, to assist unemployed workers aged 55 to 64 
with their return to work.

Transferable Skills: Transferable skills are skills that you can take with you from one situation to another and from one 
job to another. www.ceswoodstock.org/job_search/resumeskillshidden.shtml

TRIEC: The Toronto Region Immigrant Employment Council (TRIEC) is a multi-stakeholder council that brings 
leadership together to create and champion solutions to better integrate skilled immigrants in the Toronto Region 
labour market. www.triec.ca/about-us/ 

Unwritten Knowledge: Unwritten knowledge includes the cultural knowledge related to attitudes, language etc. 
that Canadian born individuals have. For example, most Canadians understand the importance of a firm handshake 
and making eye contact in a job interview. Newcomers may come from countries where interviews need different 
behaviour.

Visible Job Market: The visible or open job market includes job postings that are public and are usually available 
on government websites, online job search sites, in newspapers, community papers and on job boards in 
employment and community service centres.  

Volunteering: Volunteering is unpaid work. Many employers accept volunteering as valid Canadian work 
experience. Volunteer work is an excellent way to gain Canadian experience and Canadian references.

Workplace Culture: Workplace, or organizational, culture is described in the same way as personal culture: the values, 
beliefs, attitudes and behaviour of a group of people. Each workplace has written and unwritten rules, expectations, 
and ways of doing business that will be unique to that organization. www.businessdictionary.com/definition/
organizational-culture.html#ixzz1qGwFTUQm 

www.ceswoodstock.org/job_search/resumeskillshidden.shtml
www.triec.ca/about-us/
www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organizational-culture.html#ixzz1qGwFTUQm
www.businessdictionary.com/definition/organizational-culture.html#ixzz1qGwFTUQm
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